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Abstract

The method of Rindler and Ishak enables one to study how light is bent in the vicinity of a

non-rotating and spherically symmetric gravitational lens. This method mainly aims to investigate

the role of cosmological constant in the consequent path. In this paper, we use the extension

of Rindler-Ishak method (RIM) in order to evaluate the deflection angle of null geodesics in the

equatorial plane of Kerr-Newman anti de Sitter (KNAdS) spacetime. We then use astrophysical

data to see the effect of rotation and charge on the bending angle of light for seven distinct stars and

two black holes under the assumption of having a KNAdS background with a negative cosmological

constant Λ.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent times, gravitational physics and astrophysics have entered a new period:

Black holes, which are arguably the most interesting objects of theoretical physics come into

reach of direct observation. The phenomenon arising from the deflection of electromagnetic

radiation (light) in a field of gravity is called gravitational lensing (GL), and a gravitational

lens is an object causing a detectable deflection of light. The main theory of GL, which

has been proposed by Liebes and Refsdal [1, 2], is an astrophysical technique that uses the

observed path of light from distant objects to both infer characteristics of foreground mass

distributions and image background sources at much higher resolution than is possible with

normal telescopes. For further details, the reader is referred to [3–11] and references therein.

In fact, GL by black holes began to be observationally important since 1990s. Rauch

and Blandford [12] showed that when a hot spot seen in a black hole’s accretion disk or jet

passes through caustics of the Earth’s past light cone (caustics produced by the spacetime

curvature of the hole), the brightness of the X-rays of hot spots will be subject to sharp

oscillations with informative shapes. This has motivated a number of quantitative studies

of the Kerr metric’s caustics [13, 14].

One of the main motivations behind a great many of theoretical cosmological studies

is to establish a model that fits the astronomical data. The potential candidates of such

a cosmological model are aimed to be used for explaining the formation and evolution of

the Universe. In 1998 [15], the observational evidence of a high red-shift type Ia supernova

suggested that the expansion of our cosmos is actually accelerating in nature [16], which

convinced researchers to rehabilitate the cosmological constant (Λ) concept originally pro-

posed by Einstein. The effects of the variation of Λ, in the astrophysical scenario, have been

studied in great detail by [17, 18]. While many plausible models have been proposed with

the intention of explaining this accelerated expansion, the cold dark matter model with Λ

(ΛCDM model) seems to be highly consistent with the observational data [19]. For this

reason, Einstein’s equations need to be modified with Λ at the cosmological scale.

To fully grasp the dynamical behavior of the Universe, it would be a good starting

point to treat classical observations such as the accelerated expansion of the Universe as

the low energy realizations of an underlying quantum mechanical mechanism satisfying the

constraints of general relativity. As previously stated, the ΛCDM model already provides us
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with satisfying answers once large scales are of concern. However, the current observations

suggest that there exist convincing reasons to start looking for alternatives or modified

versions of this model. Treating the ΛCDM model as the cosmological framework of the

Universe leads to problems such as the Λ-fine tuning, the Hubble tension and the cosmic

coincidence [20]. One of the probable reasons for these inconsistencies may be the assumption

of having a positive Λ. In [21], Hartle, Hawking and Hertog stated that quantum cosmology

allows a non-trivial connection between the observed cosmological parameters and those of

the underlying theory, since both the backgrounds and the fluctuations are treated quantum-

mechanically. They have also added that fundamental theories possessing negative Λ can be

consistent with our low-energy observations of a classical, accelerating universe (one may also

find [22] interesting). Furthermore, in [23], Visinelli et al. proposed a cosmological model,

namely cCDM, with negative Λ. Although their results show that ΛCDM is favoured over

string-inspired cCDM, the authors indicate that the cCDM model is also consistent with

the observational data. In 2021, their study was extended by Sen, Adil and Sen [24] with

the addition of cosmic microwave background and lensing data into the picture. Within this

extended model, Sen et al. have shown that taking Λ as negative is always preferred over

the ΛCDM model. Over the last few years, models or implications of negative Λ has been

quite popular especially due to AdS/CFT correspondence (see, for instance, [25–27]). In

addition to the negative Λ models, there exists an intriguing study in which a sign-switching

Λ is proposed. The authors refer to their model as the ΛsCDM model.

In this work, we have chosen Λ to be negative so as to allow string-inspired applications

and check the effect of this choice on the deflection angle of light. Studies on the effect of Λ on

local phenomena such as null geodesics, time delay of light, gravitational time advancement,

and the perihelion precession, have attracted attention over the last decades. In addition

to all these, the role of Λ in GL is also considered as an interesting topic to dive into.

In [28], Islam claimed the geodesic equation of light in a spherically symmetric spacetime

would not contain any Λ term, which would in turn imply Λ does not alter the bending of

light. However, Rindler and Ishak [29] came up with a new method, which will be referred

to as RIM from this point onwards, to see if this was really the case. In contrary to the

previous studies, they showed that Λ does affect the path that light follows. Furthermore,

in [30], Ishak has derived the effect of Λ on the bending angle from both the integration of

the gravitational potential and Fermat’s principle. In addition to Rindler and Ishak, other
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researchers have also conducted important studies on GL which are related to rotating and

twisting universes, nonlinear electrodynamics, galactic halo, monopoles etc. (one may refer

to [31–42] ).

Today, RIM is considered as a rather convenient methodology (see, for instance, [43]),

and based on this fact, we will be using the extended version of this method to investigate

the GL phenomenon in the stationary KNAdS geometry, which can be used for modeling

stars and black holes [see Secs. (IV) and (V)]. Nonetheless, there is a conceptual issue

with the RI approach: it should be noted that using an observer with fixed Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates leads to different contributions of Λ to the light deflection angle than considering

a perspective from cosmological co-moving coordinates. Thus, one shall pay attention to

projective equivalence and record that we will be continuing our analysis in Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates. For further information in this manner, the reader is referred to [44].

It is also worth noting that GL can be treated as a tool to attempt further understanding

the properties of certain astrophysical objects. Recently, astrophysicists have been focusing

on perfecting the mm-intermerometer imaging of the black hole shadows and discs, especially

the mm-intermerometer imaging of the black hole (Sgr A∗) in the middle of Milky Way

Galaxy [45, 46]. These studies result in a mm-interferometric system, which is the so-called

”Event Horizon Telescope (EHT)” [47]. In 2019, the EHT collaboration delivered the first

image of M87 black hole – the supermassive object in the center of the M87 galaxy [48].

However, the gravitational lensing of a rotating compact object in AdS spacetime has not

been yet fully understood. In astrophysics, the celestial compact objects such as quark stars

and neutron stars are treated as test beds for analyzing various properties of gravity. In this

study, we consider a class of compact stars, namely PSRJ1748− 2446ad, PSRB1937 + 21,

PSRJ1909− 3744, PSRJ0737− 3039A and PSRB1534 + 12 with radii 20.1 km, 20.2 km,

31.1 km, 133.6 km and 165.9 km , respectively. In addition to black holes, we picked neutron

stars as the lenses causing GL, since neutron stars can in some cases be more compact than

certain black holes and it is of great interest to check the bending effects of these astronomical

objects [49].

There exist a large body of literature on null geodesics and GL by generalizations of the

Kerr spacetime, including full analytical solutions for Kerr AdS [50] and some generaliza-

tions to the Plebanski-Demianski class which contains KNAdS as a special case. However,

the main aim of the present paper is to use the extended version of RIM in KNAdS back-
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ground and inspect the effect of rotation and charge on the bending angle of light, once it

passes nearby a set of astronomical objects of our choice. Also, for using general relativistic

aberration formula in the Kerr-de Sitter spacetime, one can check [51]; whereas the exact so-

lutions for the deflection angle of equatorial light rays (in the conventional approach for the

computation of the deflection angle) in the Kerr-Newman and Kerr-Newman-(anti) de Sitter

black hole spacetimes were obtained, in terms of multivariable Appell-Lauricella hypergeo-

metric functions and elliptic Weierstraß functions in [52]. At this stage, one may question

why we consider the KNAdS solution instead of, for instance, Hartle-Thorne [53] or Manko

[54, 55] spacetimes. In this regard, we should point out that there are compelling evidences

indicating the outer regions of rotating stars can plausibly be considered as Kerr-like space-

times [56, 57]. Furthermore, it can be deduced from Ref. [58] that the Hartle-Thorne metric

reduces to the Kerr-like spacetime once the physical parameters are chosen as θ = π
2

and

a2

2r2
� 1; r → r

[
1− a2

2r2

{(
1 + 2M

r

) (
1− M

r

)}]
≈ r and θ → θ = π/2, which coincide with

our choices. (Note that the physical values to be used in our study are taken from [58]; see

also Table I). The latter remark can be best seen from the fifth equation of [58]. In addition,

the Kerr spacetime geometry, which will be the same metric (for Λ→ 0 amd e→ 0 ) to be

employed in this study, can also be used for analyzing the gravitational redshift effect of the

same rotating stars [59]. Based on these findings, the charged stars and black holes of this

study will be described by the KNAdS metric. Besides, we will employ the KNAdS metric

to account for the cosmological constant in our calculations.

The brief outline of this paper is the following. Section II introduces the KNAdS metric

and represents some of its physical features. In Sec. III, we describe a generic formalism

for computing the bending angle of light for 4-dimensional rotating geometries. Section IV

is devoted to the computations of the GL in the KNAdS spacetime. In Sec. V, we use the

obtained theoretical results for the astrophysical objects. Conclusions are presented in Sec.

VI.

II. KNAdS SPACETIME IN FOUR DIMENSIONS

The exact solution of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations with Λ, which describes sta-

tionary spacetimes in 4-dimensional spacetime with asymptotic dS and/or AdS behavior,

was found long ago by Carter [60] . The corresponding metric in the Boyer-Lindquist coor-
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dinates is given by [61]

ds2 = −∆r

ρ2

(
dt− a sin2 θ

Ξ
dϕ

)2

+
∆θ sin2 θ

ρ2

(
adt− r2 + a2

Ξ
dϕ

)2

+ ρ2

(
dr2

∆r

+
dθ2

∆θ

)
, (1)

where

%2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, ∆θ = 1− a2

l2
cos2 θ, Ξ = 1− a2

l2
,

∆r =
(
r2 + a2

)(
1 +

r2

l2

)
− 2mr + e2,

(2)

in which a denotes the rotational parameter, e and m represent the charge and mass pa-

rameters, respectively, and l is the curvature radius determined via Λ = −3l−2 [61, 62]. The

mass M and the angular momentum L of the KNAdS can be obtained with the aid of Ko-

mar integrals by using the Killing vectors ∂t/Ξ and ∂φ [63]. Taking AdS space as reference

background, one can get

M =
m

Ξ2
, L =

am

Ξ2
. (3)

Similarly, the charge Qe of the KNAdS can be obtained by computing the flux of the elec-

tromagnetic field tensor at infinity [64]:

Qe =
e

Ξ
. (4)

.

Metric (1) is the solution to the Einstein-Maxwell field equations with the following

electromagnetic vector potential (1-form):

At = −er
ρ2
, Aϕ =

ae sin2 θ

ρ2Ξ
, (5)

in which the angular (magnetic) component Aϕ is due to the the rotation of the black hole.

On the other hand, one can check that the electromagnetic potential yields the following

field strength tensor: Meanwhile, the vierbein fields [62] of the metric (1) can be defined as

follows

e0 =

√
∆r

ρ

(
dt− a sin2 θ

Ξ
dϕ

)
, e1 =

ρ√
∆r

dr,

e2 =
ρ√
∆θ

dθ, e3 =

√
∆θ sin θ

ρ

(
a dt− r2 + a2

Ξ
dϕ

)
.

(6)

On the other hand, one can check that the electromagnetic potential (5) yields the following

field strength tensor:

F =
e (ρ2 − 2r2)

ρ4

(
dt− a sin2 θ

Ξ
dϕ

)
∧ dr +

era sin 2θ

ρ4

(
adt− r2 + a2

Ξ
dϕ

)
∧ dθ, (7)
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or

F =
e (ρ2 − 2r2)

ρ4
(e0 ∧ e1)− 2era cos θ

ρ4
(e2 ∧ e3). (8)

One can also compute the non-zero contravariant components of the electromagnetic field

tensor to find, in particular, the magnetic fields produced by the KNAdS spacetime:

F tr =
e(r2+a2)

ρ6
(2r2 − ρ2) , F tθ = − ea2r

ρ6
sin 2θ,

F rϕ =
ea(2r2−ρ2)

ρ6
Ξ, F θϕ = 2ear

ρ6
Ξ cot θ.

(9)

The magnetic field components of the KNAdS can now be read from Eq. (9) by using the

following expression [65, 66]:

Bµ =
1

2
Eµνατu

νFατ (10)

where uν denotes the 4-velocity vector and the covariant Levi-Civita tensor (also known as

the Riemannian volume form) is represented by Eµνατ ≡ |g|1/2εµνατ with εtrθφ = +1 [67, 68].

Therefore, the non-zero components of the magnetic fields can be obtained as follows:

Br =
2ear (r2 + a2) cos θ

ρ4∆r

. (11)

Bθ =
eal2 (ρ2 − 2r2) sin θ

ρ4(a2 cos2 θ − l2)
, (12)

which are the components of the magnetic field’s magnitude expression: B =
√
B2
r +B2

θ .

It is also worth noting that the expressions for the magnetic and electric field components for

the Kerr-Newman spacetime in the presence of the cosmological constant for a ZAMO (zero-

angular-momentum observer) were derived in [52]. In the limit of very small Λ, when the

detector is sufficiently far away from the black hole such that a� r, Eq. (11) approximates

to

Br ≈
2ea cos θ

r3
+

4eam cos θ

r4
+O

(
1

r5

)
, (13)

which trivially returns to the radial component of the magnetic field for the Kerr-

Newmann solution [69].

It is also worth noting that the Biot-Savart law of electrodynamics implies a charge e with

mass m on a circular orbit with angular momentum ~L has the following magnetic dipole

moment:

~µ = X e~L

2m
, (14)
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where X is the gyromagnetic moment [69]. The magnetic dipole moment ~µ creates a dipole

field that can be expressed as follows:

~B =
3 (~µ · ~er)~er − ~µ

r3
, (15)

In turn, the radial component of this field is given by Br = ~B·~er = 2~µ·~er/r3. A comparison of

the radial magnetic field (considering the leading order term) from Eq. (13) with expression

(15) yields

~µ = e~a =
e~L

m
= 2

e~L

2m
, (16)

showing that a charged slow-rotating KNAdS spacetime (with Λ �) has a gyromagnetic

moment of X = 2.

The horizons of metric (1) are found by the (positive) roots of the equation ∆r = 0 [62]:

∆r =
(
r2 + a2

)(
1− 1

3
Λr2

)
− 2mr + e2

= −1

3
Λ

[
r4 −

(
3

Λ
− a2

)
r2 +

6M

Λ
r − 3

Λ

(
a2 + e2

)]
= −1

3
Λ (r − r++) (r − r−−) (r − r+) (r − r−) = 0,

(17)

where r++ and r−− are a pair of complex conjugate roots, r+ and r− are two real positive

roots with r+ > r−. Thus, r = r+ is the event horizon.

The Hawking temperature of the KNAdS black hole is given by [70]

TH = − Λ

12π (r2
+ + a2)

(r+ − r++) (r+ − r−−) (r+ − r−) . (18)

Since Λ < 0, r+ and r− have positive values. Furthermore, considering that r+ > r− and

r++ and r−− are complex conjugates, one can infer that TH has a positive value, as expected.

In fact, Eq. (18) can be rewritten as [63]

TH =
3r4

+ + (a2 + `2) r2
+ − `2 (a2 + e2)

4π`2r+ (r2
+ + a2)

. (19)

III. REVIEW OF GENERALIZED RINDLER AND ISHAK FORMALISM FOR

FINDING BENDING OF LIGHT IN ROTATING SPACETIMES

In 2007, Rindler and Ishak (RI) investigated gravitational lensing within Schwarzschild

Sitter (SdS) geometry so as to see whether Λ plays any role in the overall bending of
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light [29]. Their method is now very frequently used in analyzing gravitational lensing

for geometries with non-asymptotic flatness. Moreover, this method is further generalized

in [35] for rotating space-times. Let us now give a brief summary of the generalization

made for geometries with rotation. In general, the geometry of rotating spacetimes can be

represented with the line element

ds2 = f(r)dt2 + 2g(r)dtdϕ− h(r)dr2 − p(r)dϕ2. (20)

Note that the metric is written for constant θ = π/2. The RIM involves generalizing the

inner product to curved spaces, where the invariant angle between two vectors is found. In

the light of this information, the angle between two coordinate directions d and δ, as shown

in Fig. 1 is given by

cos (ψ) =
diδi√

(didi) (δjδj)
=

gijd
iδj√

(gijdidj) (gklδkδl)
, (21)

where gij illustrates the concerned metric tensor. For the analysis, the path of light at

the equatorial plane (θ = π/2 ) is described in two-dimensional curved (r, ϕ) space. We

have chosen equilateral plane so as to keep the direction of angular momentum conserved

[71]. Hence, when a constant time interval is concerned, we can write

dl2 = h(r)dr2 + p(r)dϕ2. (22)

The general null geodesics equation can be written as(
dr

dϕ

)2

=
K(r)

h(r) [g(r)E + f(r)L)]2
[
p(r)E2 − f(r)L2 − 2g(r)LE

]
. (23)

where E and L stand for energy and angular momentum constants, respectively. The rele-

vant constants of motion are

dt

dλ
=

[
−p(r)
K(r)

]
E +

[
g(r)

K(r)

]
L,

dϕ

dλ
=
−g(r)E − f(r)L

K(r)
(24)

with λ representing the affine parameter and K(r) = g2(r) + p(r)f(r). If we apply standard

change of variable process with u = 1
r
, Eq. (23) reduces to

d2u

dϕ2
= 2u3κ(u) +

u4

2

dκ(u)

du
, (25)
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where κ(u) = K(r)

h(r)[g(r)E+f(r)L)]2
[p(r)E2 − f(r)L2 − 2g(r)LE]. Assigning symbol d for the

direction of the path taken by light and keeping the coordinate line ϕ = constant δ, we can

state

d = (dr, dϕ) = (A, 1) dϕ dϕ < 0,

δ = (δr, 0) = (1, 0) δr, (26)

in which

A(r, ϕ) ≡ dr

dϕ
. (27)

Substituting these constraints back into Eq. (21) leads to

tan (Ψ) =
[h−1(r)p(r)]

1/2

|A(r, ϕ)|
, (28)

Furthermore, the one-sided bending angle is given by ε = Ψ− ϕ.

Black Hole (KNAdS)

R







d
0r

 sinR r 

Path of Light Rays



FIG. 1: In this figure, the gravitational lensing effect created by a massive object in space is

shown with the relevant parameters.

IV. GRAVITATIONAL LENSING IN KNAdS SPACETIME

To derive the associated light ray equation, one can have a closer look at Eq. (25).

Keeping in mind that the signature of metric (1) is +2, the light ray equation can then be

written as
d2u

dϕ2
+ βu =

3Mu2

α2
− 2e2u3

α2
, (29)

10



where the dimensionless parameters are β = −Λa2

3α2 + L+Ea
α2(L−Ea)

and α = 1 + 1
3
Λa2.

By taking advantage of the linear solution of Eq.(29) u = sin(
√
βϕ)

R
with R representing

the impact parameter, an approximate solution is achieved. Once substituted in Eq. (29),

the approximate solution of the differential equation is found as

u(ϕ) =
sin(
√
βϕ)

R
+

1

4R3

{(
(1 + cos2(

√
βϕ)

)
4MR + e2

(
3ϕ cos(

√
βϕ)√

βα2
− sin(

√
βϕ) cos2(

√
βϕ)

βα2

−2 sin(
√
βϕ)

βα2

)}
.

(30)

Consequently, Eq. (27) becomes

A(r, ϕ) =
r2

4R3

{
4MR

√
β sin(2

√
βϕ) + e2

(
cos3(

√
βϕ)√

βα2
− sin(2

√
βϕ)sin(

√
βϕ)√

βα2

3ϕ sin(
√
βϕ)

α2
− cos(

√
βϕ)√

βα2

)}
− r2

R

√
βcos(

√
βϕ).

(31)

To check the effect of the geometry and physical parameters (charge, mass and spin) of

the concerned black hole model on the closest approach distance equation, r0 is analyzed at

ϕ = π/2. The reciprocal of the closest approach distance is, in turn, evaluated to be

1

r0

=
sin(
√
βπ/2)

R
+

1

4R3

{(
(1 + cos2(

√
βπ/2)

)
4MR+

e2

(
3πcos(

√
βπ/2)

2
√
βα2

− sin(
√
βπ/2)cos2(

√
βπ/2)

βα2
− 2sin(

√
βπ/2)

βα2

)}
.

(32)

In order for being able to check astrophysical applications of our results, let us investigate

what happens for ϕ = 0. For the cases when M
R
<< 1 and ΛR2 << 1 [29, 72, 73], the radial

coordinate and its first derivative with respect to ϕ can be written as

r ≈ βα2R2

2M
, A(r, ϕ = 0) ≈ −r2

√
β

R
. (33)

Then, we obtain

tan ε = tan Ψ0 '
2M

β3/2α3R

{
1− β2α5R4Λ

12M2
− 4M2

α2βR2
− a2Λ

3

[
1 +

2

3α2

]
+

4M2

β2α4R4

[
a2 + e2 +

2a2

α2
− 2a4Λ

3α2
− 2a4Λ

3β2

]}1/2

.

(34)

If we use the standard expansion of square root, the one-sided bending angle can be

written as

11



tan ε = tan Ψ0 '
2M

β3/2α3R

{
1− β2α5R4Λ

24M2
− 2M2

α2βR2
− a2Λ

6

[
1 +

2

3α2

]
+

2M2

β2α4R4

[
a2 + e2 +

2a2

α2
− 2a4Λ

3α2
− 2a4Λ

3β2

]}
+O

(
M9a4

α19β19/2R17

)
.

(35)

Note that when a→ 0, Eq.(35) reduces to the one-sided bending angle for the linear case

in [31].

At this point, one needs to determine how to deal with β. As can be seen from Eq.

(29), this dimensionless parameter contains information regarding the light ray propagating

through the spacetime of our concern. If we use the definition of impact parameter for

rewriting of this dimensionless parameter, considering R ≡ L/E [32], we find

β = −Λa2

3α2
+
R + a

R− a
. (36)

V. APPLICATIONS IN ASTROPHYSICS

This section is reserved for astrophysical applications of our evaluations. We have used

observational data to check the contribution of our answers to the bending angles due to

seven observed charged compact stars (PSRJ1748−2446ad, PSRB1937+21, PSRJ1909−

3744, PSRJ0737 − 3039A and PSRB1534 + 12), and two black holes: Sgr A∗ and M87.

The properties of the relevant compact stars are tabulated in Table I [59, 74–78].

TABLE I: The numerical values of the masses (M), radii (RStar), rotation parameter (a) ,

angular velocity (Ω), period (P ) and period derivative (Ṗ ) of the compact stars. Here M�

denotes the mass of the sun.

Compact Stars M/M� RStar (km) a (km) Ω ×103 (rad/s) P ×10−4(s) Ṗ ×10−18

PSR J 1748-244ad 1.350 20.1 2.423 4.498 13 0.60

PSR B 1937+21 1.350 20.2 2.194 4.033 15 0.16

PSR J 1909-3744 1.438 31.1 2.746 2.130 29 0.01

PSR J 0737-3039 A 1.340 133.6 6.582 0.276 22 1.74

PSR B 1913+12 1.340 165.9 6.080 0.165 379 2.42

The numerical values of the mass, charge and radius of the black holes Sgr A∗ and M87

are taken from [79–82] and Λ will be taken as Λ = −1.1 × 10−52 m−2 [83]. According
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to studies [79, 80], Sgr A∗ having a mass of 4.1 × 106M� with the Schwarzschild radius

1.27×1010m holds an overall charge of the order 1015C. We have picked these values for our

analysis. On the other hand, for M87; the observational data used are MM87 = 6.5× 109M�

and rM87 = 16.8Mpc. Furthermore, the tidal charge of M87 is taken as QM87 = 9.35×1022C.

With the help of the magnetic dipole radiation torque of neutron star, we can calculate the

charge parameters using the observational data listed above. In general, the magnetic dipole

radiation torque is given by

I
dΩ

dt
= −2

3
µ2 sin2 φΩ3, (37)

in which µ is the magnetic dipole moment, Ω is the angular velocity of the star, I is the

moment of inertia and φ is the angle between the rotation and magnetic axis [84]. When we

put Ω = 2π
P

into the Eq.(37) and take sinφ = 1, the magnetic dipole moment can be written

as

µ =

√
3IP Ṗ

8π2
, (38)

If we combine Eq.(38) and Eq.(16) by considering I = Ma
Ω

, the charge parameter can be

calculated as

e =
1

a

√
3MaPṖ

8Ωπ2
. (39)

As Eq.(39) is applicable in geometrical units, we first converted observational data pro-

vided in Table I to geometrical units via multiplying the mass, angular velocity and period

of each astronomical object by Gc−2, c−1 and c, respectively. This step was then followed

by converting the concerned charge outcomes into coulomb by using the conversion factor

G−1/2c2 (4πε0)1/2. Note that the gravitational constant, the speed of light and the permittiv-

ity of free space are respectively taken as G = 6.67408× 10−11m3kg−1s−2, c = 3× 108ms−1

and ε0 = 8.85418× 10−12C2N−1m2. In Table II, one can find a list of the numerical values

of charges in SI units, as desired.
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TABLE II: The numerical values of the charges (e) of the relating compact stars.

Compact Stars e (C)

PSR J 1748-244ad 7.249× 1011

PSR B 1937+21 4.462× 1011

PSR J 1909-3744 1.969× 1011

PSR J 0737-3039 A 3.918× 1012

PSR B 1913+12 2.581× 1013

The graphical representations of the bending angles for these cases can be viewed in Fig.

2. For the charged compact stars, small angle approximation (tan ε ∼ ε) is used and the

graphs are drawn accordingly, whereas for the black holes no limitation has been applied

on the angles of concern.

Finally, the rotation parameter for black holes is defined as a = jGM/c2 with dimension-

less rotating parameter having the Kerr bound j ≤ 1. The aforementioned unit conversions

enable us to obtain bending angle of light in SI units as well. Graphs in Fig. 2 illustrate

the variations in the bending angle against a distance for the charged compact stars. The

associated graphs are plotted using the estimated numerical values of mass, radius, rotation

parameter and charge values for each compact star provided in Table I and Table II.
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FIG. 2: The effects of two different situations on the bending angle are revealed by taking R/RStar,

where RStar is the radius of the star in each graph.
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ε
M87 ε ∗

FIG. 3: The bending angles ε versus x = R/Rstar are plotted for both M87 and Sgr A∗. For

Sgr A∗, the graphs are plotted by assuming M = 4.1× 106M�. The Schwarzschild radius is taken

as 1.27 × 1010m and the charge is considered to be ≈ 1015C. For M87 black hole, the graphs are

plotted by assuming that its mass, radius (observable), and tidal charge is 6.5× 109M�, 16.8Mpc,

and 9.35 × 1022C, respectively. Furthermore, as stated before, j = 1 represents the max-rotating

case, whereas j = 0 illustrates the non-rotating scenario.

With the intention of inspecting the magnetic field strengths generated due to the rota-

tional effects of the concerned neutron stars in the presence of an KNAdS background, we

have used the magnitude of the magnetic field expression having the components of (11)

and (12). If one wishes to express the magnetic field in standard units, the required conver-

sion factor is G−1/2cε
−1/2
0 . On the other hand, if Gauss is preferred as the desired unit, an

additional factor of 104 is required. For the consequent graphical representations, one can

check Figs. 4
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FIG. 4: These figures represent magnetic field strength of stars listed in Table I for different θ

values. The analysis is conducted in Gaussian unit system.

Having obtained the visual representations, it is noteworthy to check whether our results

are consistent with the astronomical observations. According to [85], the surface magnetic

field strengths of neutron stars are expected to range from 108 to 1013 G. As can be seen in

Figs. 4, the maximum value we obtained is 2 × 1013 G, whereas the minimum value reads

4× 1012 G. Therefore, our results are consistent with both the theoretical and observational

17



expectations [85–87]. We have used the Gaussian unit system for the magnetic field eval-

uations only, as we wanted to compare our magnetic field range with the aforementioned

limits in literature. Our results also imply that as the neutron star rotates faster, magnetic

field strength increases accordingly.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, the deflection of light in the spacetime of a rotating electrically charged

black hole (Kerr-Newman) has been studied including the contribution from the Λ. Having

provided a brief summary on the general formula applicable to rotating spacetimes with

curved background, we have calculated the amount of one-sided deflection for the KNAdS

spacetime. The method we have used was obtained via the application of RIM to spacetimes

with rotation.

In addition to the general bending angle expression, more specific situations have also

been considered by concentrating on the effect of mass, electric charge and rotational

parameters of a set of astronomical objects on the path that light follows. For inspecting

observational contributions, the aforementioned scenarios are checked for numerous obser-

vational data belonging to seven different compact neutron stars (PSRJ1748 − 2446ad,

PSRB1937 + 21, PSRJ1909 − 3744, PSRJ0737 − 3039A and PSRB1534 + 12) and two

black holes (Sgr A∗ and M87). Our computations have shown that the contributions of

mass and rotation are prominent, whereas the electric charge seems to have a relatively

weak effect on the deflection of light. Furthermore, as rotation parameter increases, the

deflection angle also increases.

When the rotation and charge parameters are chosen as zero, our bending angle matches

the one obtained by Ishak and Rindler in Schwarzschild-de Sitter geometry. We can also

comment that Λ and the rotational term seem to have a coupled effect on the overall bending,

whereas distinct contributions arise due to the charge parameter. Further comments can

be made on the rotation parameter and its relevance to the bending. As the astronomical

object at the center rotates faster, an increase in the deflection angle is generated. The effect

is more apparent in Sgr A∗ and M87 than those evaluated for the neutron stars. Therefore,
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one could conclude rotation of black holes influence the light ray paths to a greater extent.

On the other hand, Λ also plays an important role in final expression attained for the closest

approach distance which also seems to be linked to the rotation in presence.

Modified gravity is believed to be a good candidate to explain unknown components such

as dark energy and dark matter in the universe. Rastall gravity [88], one of the modified

gravity theories, gives interesting results in which the universe is assumed to be consisting of

interacting/non-interacting dark energy and dark matter [89]. Recently, KNAdS black hole

surrounded by perfect fluid matter in the Rastall gravity has been derived [90]. Therefore,

it would be intriguing to extend our study for more observables to reveal the effect of the

Rastall gravity and hence the dark matter/energy on the gravitational lensing phenomena.

Besides, another work that we would like to consider in the future is the problem of immersing

of KNAdS black hole into an external magnetic field. As is well known [91], for rotating

black holes, magnetic fields never penetrate the horizon, which is specifically at odds with

a famous magnetosphere solution found in 1974 by Robert M. Wald [92] and it is rejected

by the black hole, just as a superconductor rejects a magnetic field: Missner effect [93].

However, this would require analytical solution of test Maxwell’s equations in the KNAdS

background. However, this study will require a difficult and separate study that will require

analytical solution of the test Maxwell equations in the KNADS background. In particular,

it would be interesting to be able to reveal the effect of Λ on the Missner effect, if there is

any. Furthermore, expanding our evaluations to higher orders including the second- order

solutions to the null geodesic equation also sounds intriguing. By this way, we would be

able to compare the GL values of this paper with the ones to be obtained following the

perturbative methods mentioned in [41] and [51]. Those issues are going to be considered in

our future work agenda. Meanwhile, with the captures of M87 [94] and Sgr A∗ [95], it would

not be an exaggeration to claim that these two black holes will be scrutinized closely for a

longer period of time. In this context, we expect that the gravitational lensing phenomena

reported in this paper will help the observers to explain the future findings. Finally, the

existence of quark matter at the cores of the massive neutron stars has been suggested by

holographic models [96]. This intriguing result supports the new light-quark dark matter

hypothesis [97]. As a result, we shall keep contributing to the gravitational lensing research

of compact objects since they probe the amount and nature of the dark matter.
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